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Film in F cus: Exterior Films
Sometimes it just makes sense to apply solar control films on the outside of the window. Film applied
on the inside surface of a laminated glass window can cause unwanted thermal stress and lead to glass
breakage. In some cases a dealer may also be faced with a window that can't be reached from the
inside. That's why its important to have some exterior window film to chose from.
JWF offers solar control exterior films from both our DaylightNatural film line and Solar Silver series:

DaylightNatural films deliver low reflectivity while delivering
a soft, neutral look that blends well with any interior. DN
metallized films are non-fading and will help maintain a
natural look outside the window. They are available in three
shades:
DN50 EXT-60”
DN35 EXT-60”
DN20 EXT-60”

Solar Silver films have a modern look and provide high light
reflectivity as well as strong heat rejection. An excellent compliment to factory tinted glass, SS metallized films are nonfading and will provide excellent energy savings. Available in
one shade:
SS20 EXT-60”

JWF exterior films include a Pressure Sensitive adhesive for easier installations when working outdoors.
Plus, they provide additional benefits compared to standard solar control flat glass films:
- Reduced risk of glass breakage
- Safe for laminated and triple-pane windows
- Softer, flexible hardcoat combats outdoor elements
- No disruption for the customer (dealer is installing film on the outside)
Each JWF film is backed by a 4 Year Exterior Manufacturer's Warranty which does not require edge
sealing. JWF exterior films are also available on Pre-Cut orders.
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